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Abstract. DPLL based clause learning algorithms for satisfiability testing are
known to work very well in practice. However, like most branch-and-bound tech-
niques, their performance depends heavily on the variable order used in making
branching decisions. We propose a novel way of exploiting the underlying prob-
lem structure to guide clause learning algorithms toward faster solutions. The
key idea is to use a higher level problem description, such as a graph or a PDDL
specification, to generate a good branching sequence as an aid to SAT solvers.
The sequence captures hierarchical structure that is lost in the CNF translation.
We show that this leads to exponential speedups on grid and randomized pebbling
problems. The ideas we use originate from the analysis of problem structure re-
cently used in [1] to study clause learning from a theoretical perspective.

1 Introduction

The NP-complete problem of determining whether or not a given CNF formula is sat-
isfiable has been gaining wide interest in recent years as solutions to larger and larger
instances from a variety of problem classes become feasible. With the continuing im-
provement in the performance of satisfiability (SAT) solvers, the field has moved from
playing with toy problems to handling practical applications in a number of different
areas. These include hardware verification [2, 3], group theory [4], circuit diagnosis,
and experiment design [5, 6].

The Davis-Putnam-Logemann-Loveland procedure (DPLL) [7, 8] forms the back-
bone of most common complete SAT solvers that perform a recursive backtrack search,
looking for a satisfying assignment to the variables of the given formula. The key idea
behind it is the pruning of the search space based on falsified clauses. Various extensions
to the basic DPLL procedure have been proposed, including smart branching selection
heuristics [9], randomized restarts [10], and clause learning [11–15]. The last of these,
which this paper attempts to exploit more effectively, originated from earlier work on
explanation based learning (EBL) [16–19] and has resulted in tremendous improvement
in performance on many useful problem classes. It works by adding a new clause to the
set of given clauses (“learning” this clause) whenever the DPLL procedure fails on a
partial assignment and needs to backtrack. This typically saves work later in the search
process when another assignment fails for a similar reason.

Both random CNF formulas and those encoding various real-world problems are
hard for current SAT solvers. However, while DPLL based algorithms with lookahead
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but no learning (such as satz [20]) and those that try only one carefully chosen assign-
ment without any backtracks (such as SurveyProp [21]) are our best tools for solving
random formula instances, formulas arising from various real applications seem to re-
quire clause learning as a critical ingredient. The key thing that makes this second class
of formulas different is the inherent structure, such as dependence graphs in scheduling
problems, causes and effects in planning, and algebraic structure in group theory.

Trying to understanding clause learning from the theoretical point of view of proof
complexity has lead to many useful insights. In [1], we showed that on certain classes
of formulas, clause learning is provably exponential stronger than a proof system called
regular resolution. This in turn implies an even larger exponential gap between the
power of DPLL and that of clause learning, thus explaining the performance gains
observed empirically. It also shows that for such structured formulas, our favorite non-
learning SAT solvers for random formulas such as satz and SurveyProp are doomed
to fail, whereas clause learning provides potential for small proofs. However, in order
to leverage their strength, clause learning algorithms must use the “right” variable order
for their branching decisions for the underlying DPLL procedure. While a good vari-
able order may result in a polynomial time solution, a bad one can make the process
as slow as basic DPLL without learning. This leads to a natural question: can such in-
sights from theoretical analysis of problem structure help us further? For example, for
the domains where we can deduce analytically that small solutions exist, can we guide
clause learning algorithms to find these solutions efficiently?

As we mentioned previously, most theoretical and practical problem instances of
satisfiability problems originate, not surprisingly, from a higher level description, such
as a graph or Planning Domain Definition Language (PDDL) specification [22]. Typ-
ically, this description contains more structure of the original problem than is visible
in the flat CNF representation in DIMACS format [23] to which it is converted before
being fed into a SAT solver. This structure can potentially be used to gain efficiency
in the solution process. While there has been work on extracting structure after conver-
sion into a CNF formula by exploiting variable dependency [24], constraint redundancy
[25], symmetry [26], binary clauses [27] and partitioning [28], using the original higher
level description itself to generate structural information is likely to be more effective.
The latter approach, despite its intuitive appeal, remains largely unexplored, except for
suggested use in bounded model checking [29] and the separate consideration of cause
variables and effect variables in planning [30].

In this paper, we further open this line of research by proposing an effective method
for exploiting problem structure to guide the branching decision process of clause learn-
ing algorithms. Our approach uses the original high level problem description to gen-
erate not only a CNF encoding but also a branching sequence [1] that guides the SAT
solver toward an efficient solution. This branching sequence serves as auxiliary struc-
tural information that was possibly lost in the process of encoding the problem as a
CNF formula. It makes clause learning algorithms learn useful clauses instead of wast-
ing time learning those that may not be reused in future at all. We give an exact sequence
generation algorithm for pebbling formulas. The high level description used is a peb-
bling graph. Our sequence generator works for the 1UIP learning scheme [15], which is



one of the best known. Our empirical results are based on our extension of the popular
SAT solver zChaff [14].

We show that the use of branching sequences produced by our generator leads to
exponential speedups for the class of grid and randomized pebbling formulas. These
formulas, more commonly occurring in theoretical proof complexity literature [31–34],
can be thought of as representing precedence graphs in dependent task systems and
scheduling scenarios. They can also be viewed as restricted planning problems. Al-
though admitting a polynomial size solution, both grid and randomized pebbling prob-
lems are not so easy to solve deterministically, as is indicated by our experimental
results for unmodified zChaff. From a broader perspective, our result for pebbling
formulas serves as a proof of concept that analysis of problem structure can be used
to achieve dramatic improvements even in the current best clause learning based SAT
solvers.

2 Preliminaries

A Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF) formula F is an AND (∧) of clauses, where each
clause is an OR (∨) of literals, and a literal is a variable or its negation (¬). The Davis-
Putnam-Logemann-Loveland (DPLL) procedure [7, 8] for testing satisfiability of such
formulas works by branching on variables, setting them to TRUE or FALSE, until either
an initial clause is violated (i.e. has all literals set to FALSE) or all variables have been
set. In the former case, it backtracks to the last branching decision whose other branch
has not been tried yet, reverses the decision, and proceeds recursively. In the latter, it ter-
minates with a satisfying assignment. If all possible branches have been unsuccessfully
tried, the formula is declared unsatisfiable. To increase efficiency, pure literals (those
whose negation does not appear) and unit clauses (those with only one unset literal) are
immediately set to true. In this paper, by DPLL we will mean this basic procedure along
with additions such as randomized restarts [10] and local or global branching heuristics
[9], but no learning.

Clause learning (see e.g. [11]) can be thought of as an extension of the DPLL proce-
dure that caches causes of assignment failures in the form of learned clauses. It proceeds
by following the normal branching process of DPLL until there is a “conflict” after unit
propagation. If this conflict occurs without any branches, the it declares the formula
unsatisfiable. Otherwise, it analyzes the “conflict graph” and learns the cause of the
conflict in the form of a “conflict clause” (see Fig. 1). It now backtracks and contin-
ues as in ordinary DPLL, treating the learned clause just like initial ones. One expects
that such cached causes of conflicts will save computation later in the process when an
unsatisfiable branch due to fail for a similar reason is explored.

Different implementations of clause learning algorithms vary in the strategy they
use to choose the clause to learn from a given conflict [15]. For instance, grasp [12]
uses the Decision scheme among others, zChaff [14] uses the 1UIP scheme, and we
proposed in [1] a new learning scheme called FirstNewCut. The results in this paper are
for the 1UIP scheme, but can be obtained for certain other schemes as well, including
FirstNewCut.
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Fig. 1. A conflict graph with various conflict clauses that can potentially be learned

2.1 Branching Sequence

The notion of branching sequence was used in [1] to prove exponential separation be-
tween DPLL and clause learning. It generalizes the idea of a static variable order by
letting it differ from branch to branch in the underlying DPLL procedure. In addition,
it also specifies which branch (TRUE or FALSE) to explore first. This can clearly be
useful for satisfiable formulas, and can also help on unsatisfiable ones by making the
algorithm learn useful clauses earlier in the process.

Definition 1 ([1]). A branching sequence for a CNF formula F is a sequence σ =
(l1, l2, . . . , lk) of literals of F , possibly with repetitions. A DPLL based algorithm A
on F branches according to σ if it always picks the next variable v to branch on in
the literal order given by σ, skips it if v is currently assigned a value, and otherwise
branches further by setting the chosen literal to FALSE and deleting it from σ. When σ

becomes empty, A reverts back to its default branching scheme.

Definition 2. A branching sequence σ is complete for F under an algorithm A if A
branching according to σ terminates before or as soon as σ becomes empty.

Clearly, how well a branching sequence works for a formula depends on the specifics
of the clause learning algorithm used, such as its learning scheme and backtracking pro-
cess. One needs to keep these in mind when generating the sequence. It is also important
to note that while the size of a variable order is always the same as the number of vari-
ables in the formula, that of an effective branching sequence is typically much more. In
fact, the size of a branching sequence complete for an unsatisfiable formula F is equal
to the size of an unsatisfiability proof of F , and when F is satisfiable, it is proportional
to the time needed to find a satisfying assignment.

2.2 Pebbling Formulas

Pebbling formulas are unsatisfiable CNF formulas whose variations have been used re-
peatedly in proof complexity to obtain theoretical separation results between different



proof systems [31–34]. The version we will use in this paper is known to be easy for
regular resolution but hard for tree-like resolution (and hence for DPLL without learn-
ing) [33].

A Pebbling formula pblG is an unsatisfiable CNF formula associated with a directed,
acyclic pebbling graph G (see Fig. 2). Nodes of G are labeled with disjunctions of
variables. A node labeled (x1∨x2) with, say, three predecessors labeled (p1∨p2∨p3),
q1 and (r1∨r2) generates six clauses (¬pi∨¬qj∨¬rk∨x1∨x2), where i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, j ∈
{1} and k ∈ {1, 2}. Intuitively, a node labeled (x1 ∨x2) is thought of as pebbled under
a (partial) variable assignment σ if (x1 ∨ x2) = TRUE under σ. The clauses mentioned
above state that if all predecessors of a node are pebbled, then the node itself must also
be pebbled. For every indegree zero source node of G labeled (s1 ∨ s2), pblG has a
clause (s1 ∨ s2), stating that all source nodes are pebbled. For every outdegree zero
target node of G labeled (t1 ∨ t2), pblG has clauses ¬t1 and ¬t2, saying that target
nodes are not pebbled, and thus providing a contradiction.

(a1 ∨ a2) b1 (c1 ∨ c2 ∨ c3)

(d1 ∨ d2 ∨ d3)

l1

(h1 ∨ h2)

(i1 ∨ i2 ∨ i3 ∨ i4)e1

(g1 ∨ g2)

f1

(n1 ∨ n2)

m1

Fig. 2. A general pebbling graph with distinct node labels, and a grid pebbling graph with 4 layers

Grid pebbling formulas are based on simple pyramid shaped layered pebbling graphs
with distinct variable labels, 2 predecessors per node, and disjunctions of size 2 (see
Fig. 2). Randomized pebbling formulas are more complicated and correspond to ran-
dom pebbling graphs. In general, they allow multiple target nodes. However, the more
the targets, the easier it is to produce a contradiction because we can focus only on the
(relatively smaller) subgraph under the lowest target. Hence, for our experiments, we
add a simple grid structure at the top of randomly generated pebbling formulas to make
them have exactly one target.

All pebbling formulas with a single target are minimally unsatisfiable, i.e. any strict
subset of their clauses admits a satisfying assignment. For each formula PblG we use
for our experiments, we also use a satisfiable version of it, called PblSAT

G , obtained by
randomly choosing a clause of PblG and deleting it. When G is viewed as a task graph,



PblSAT
G corresponds to a single fault task system, and finding a satisfying assignment

for it corresponds to locating the fault.

3 Branching Sequence for Pebbling Formulas

In this section, we will give an efficient algorithm to generate an effective branching
sequence for pebbling formulas. This algorithm will take as input the underlying peb-
bling graph (which is the high level description of the pebbling problem), and not the
pebbling formula itself. As we will see in Section 4, the generated branching sequence
gives exponential empirical speedup over zChaff for both grid and randomized peb-
bling formulas.

zChaff, despite being one of the current best clause learners, by default does not
perform very well on seemingly simple pebbling formulas, even on the uniform grid
version. Although clause learning should ideally need only polynomial (in fact, linear
in the size of the formula) time to solve these problem instances, choosing a good
branching order is critical for this to happen. Since nodes are intuitively pebbled in a
bottom up fashion, we must also learn the right clauses (i.e. clauses labeling the nodes)
in a bottom up order. However, branching on variables labeling lower nodes before those
labeling higher ones prevents any DPLL based learning algorithm to backtrack the right
distance and proceed further. To make this clear, consider the general pebbling graph
of Fig. 2. Suppose we branch on and set d1, d2, d3 and a1 to FALSE. This will lead to a
contradiction through unit propagation by implying a2 is TRUE and b1 is FALSE. We will
learn (d1 ∨ d2 ∨ d3 ∨ ¬a2) as the associated 1UIP conflict clause and backtrack. There
will still be a contradiction without any further branches, making us learn (d1∨d2∨d3)
and backtrack. At this stage, we have learned the correct clause but are stuck with the
two branches on d1 and d2. Unless we already branched on e1, there is no way we can
now learn it as a clause corresponding to the next higher node.

3.1 Sequence Generation: GenSeq1UIP

Algorithm 1, GenSeq1UIP, describes a way of generating a good branching sequence
for pebbling formulas. It works on any pebbling graph G with distinct label variables
as input and produces a branching sequence linear in the size of the associated pebbling
formula. In particular, the sequence size is linear in the number of variables as well
when the indegree as well as label size are bounded by a constant.

GenSeq1UIP starts off by handling the set U of all nodes labeled with unit clauses.
Their outgoing edges are deleted and they are treated as pseudo sources. The procedure
first generates branching sequence for non-target nodes in U in increasing order of
height. The key here is that when zChaff learns a unit clause, it fast-backtracks to
decision level zero, effectively restarting at that point. We make use of this fact to learn
these unit clauses in a bottom up fashion, unlike the rest of the process which proceeds
top down in a depth-first way.

GenSeq1UIP now adds branching sequences for the targets. Note that for an un-
satisfiability proof, we only need the sequence corresponding to the first (lowest) target.
However, we process all targets so that this same sequence can also be used when



Input : Pebbling graph G with no repeated labels
Output : Branching sequence for G for the 1UIP learning scheme
begin

foreach v in BottomUpTraversal(G) do
v.height← 1 + maxu∈v.preds{u.height}
Sort(v.preds, increasing order by height)

// First handle unit clause labeled nodes and generate their sequence
U ← {v ∈ G.nodes : |v.labels| = 1}
G.edges← G.edges \ {(u, v) ∈ G.edges : u ∈ U}
Add to G.sources any new nodes with now 0 preds
Sort(U , increasing order by height)
foreach u ∈ U \G.targets do

Output u.label
GenSubseq1UIPWrapper(u)

// Now add branching sequence for targets by increasing height
Sort(G.targets, increasing order by height)
foreach t ∈ G.targets do

GenSubseq1UIPWrapper(t)

end

GenSubseq1UIPWrapper(node v) begin
if |v.preds| > 0 then

GenSubseq1UIP(v, |v.preds|)

end

GenSubseq1UIP(node v, int i) begin
u← v.preds[i]

// If this is the lowest predecessor . . .
if i = 1 then

if !u.visited and u /∈ G.sources then
u.visited← TRUE

GenSubseq1UIPWrapper(u)

return

// If this is not the lowest one . . .
Output u.labels \ {u.lastLabel}
if !u.visitedAsHigh and u /∈ G.sources then

u.visitedAsHigh← TRUE

Output u.lastLabel
if !u.visited then

u.visited← TRUE

GenSubseq1UIPWrapper(u)

GenSubseq1UIP(v, i− 1)

for j ← (|u.labels| − 2) downto 1 do
Output u.labels[1], . . . , u.labels[j]
GenSubseq1UIP(v, i− 1)

GenSubseq1UIP(v, i− 1)

end

Algorithm 1: GenSeq1UIP



the formula is made satisfiable by deleting enough clauses. The subroutine GenSub-
seq1UIP runs on a node v, looking at its ith predecessor u in increasing order by
height. No labels are output if u is the lowest predecessor; the negations of these vari-
ables will be indirectly implied during clause learning. However, it is recursed upon if
not already visited. This recursive sequence results in learning something close to the
clause labeling this lowest node, but not quite that exact clause. If u is a higher prede-
cessor (it will be marked as visitedAsHigh), GenSubseq1UIP outputs all but one
variables labeling u. If u is not a source and has not already been visited as high, the
last label is output as well, and u recursed upon if necessary. This recursive sequence
results in learning the clause labeling u. Finally, GenSubseq1UIP generates a recur-
sive pattern, calling the subroutine with the next lower predecessor of v. The precise
structure of this pattern is dictated by the 1UIP learning scheme and fast backtracking
used in zChaff. Its size is exponential in the degree of v with label size as the base.
Example To clarify the algorithm, we describe its execution on a small example. Let
G be the pebbling graph in Fig. 3. Denote by t the node labeled (t1 ∨ t2), and likewise
for other nodes. Nodes c, d, f and g are at height 1, nodes a and e at height 2, node b

at height 3, and node t at height 4. U = {a, b}. The edges (a, t) and (b, t) originating
from these unit clause labeled nodes are removed, and t, with no predecessors anymore,
is added to the list of sources. We output the label of the non-target unit nodes in U in
increasing order of height, and recurse on each of them in order, i.e. we output a1,
setting B = (a1), call GenSubseq1UIPWrapper on a, and then repeat this process
for b. This is followed by a recursive call to GenSubseq1UIPWrapper on the target
node t.

a1

b1

(t1 ∨ t2)

(c1 ∨ c2) (d1 ∨ d2) (f1 ∨ f2) (g1 ∨ g2)

(e1 ∨ e2 ∨ e3)

Fig. 3. A simple pebbling graph to illustrate branch sequence generation

The call GenSubseq1UIPWrapper on a in turn invokes GenSubseq1UIP
with parameters (a, 2). This sorts the predecessors of a in increasing order of height
to, say, d, c, with d being the lowest predecessor. v is set to a and u is set to the sec-
ond predecessor c. We output all but the last label of u, i.e. of c, making the current
branching sequence B = (a1, c1). Since u is a source, nothing more needs to be done



for it and we make a recursive call to GenSubseq1UIP with parameters (a, 1). This
sets u to d, which is the lowest predecessor and requires nothing to be done because it
is also a source. This finishes the sequence generation for a, ending at B = (a1, c1).
After processing this part of the sequence, zChaff will have a as a learned clause.

We now output b1, the label of the unit clause b. The call, GenSubseq1UIPWrapper
on b, proceeds similarly, setting predecessor order as (d, f, e), with d as the lowest
predecessor. Procedure GenSubseq1UIP is called first with parameters (b, 3), set-
ting u to e. This adds all but the last label of e to the branching sequence, making
it B = (a1, c1, b1, e1, e2). Since this is the first time e is being visited as high, its
last label is also added, making B = (a1, c1, b1, e1, e2, e3), and it is recursed upon
with GenSubseq1UIPWrapper(e). This recursion extends the sequence to B =
(a1, c1, b1, e1, e2, e3, f1). After processing this part of B, zChaff will have both a

and (e1 ∨ e2 ∨ e3) as learned clauses. Getting to the second highest predecessor f of
b, which happens to be a source, we simply add another f1 to B. Finally, we get to the
third highest predecessor d of b, which happens to be the lowest as well as a source,
thus requiring nothing to be done. Coming out of the recursion, back to u = f , we
generate the pattern given by the last for loop, which is empty because the label size
of f is only 2. Coming out once more of the recursion to u = e, the for loop pattern
generates e1, f1 and is followed by a call to GenSubseq1UIP with the next lower
predecessor f as the second parameter, which generates f1. This makes the current
sequence B = (a1, c1, b1, e1, e2, e3, f1, f1, e1, f1, f1). After processing this, zChaff
will also have b as a learned clause.

The final call to GenSubseq1UIPWrapper with parameter t doesn’t do anything
because both predecessors of t were removed in the beginning. Since both a and b have
been learned, zChaffwill have an immediate contradiction at decision level zero. This
gives us the complete branching sequence B = (a1, c1, b1, e1, e2, e3, f1, f1, e1, f1, f1)
for the pebbling formula PblG.

3.2 Complexity Analysis

Let graph G have n nodes, indegree of non-source nodes between dmin and dmax,
and label size between lmin and lmax. For simplicity of analysis, we will assume that
lmin = lmax = l and dmin = dmax = d (l = d = 2 for a grid graph).

Let us first compute the size of the pebbling formula associated with G. The running
time of GenSeq1UIP and the size of the branching sequence generated will be given in
terms of this size. The number of clauses in the pebbling formula PblG is nld, ignoring
a slight counting error for the source and target nodes. Taking clause sizes into account,
the size of the formula, |PblG|, is n(l + d)ld. Note that size of the CNF formula itself
grows exponentially with the indegree and gets worse as label size increases. The best
case is when G is the grid graph, where |PblG| = Θ(n). This explains the degradation
in performance of zChaff, both original and modified, as we move from grid graphs
to random graphs (see section 4). Since we construct PblSAT

G by deleting exactly one
randomly chosen clause from PblG (assuming G has only one target node), the size
|PblSAT

G | of the satisfiable version is also essentially the same.
Let us now compute the running time of GenSeq1UIP. Initial computation of

heights and predecessor sorting takes time Θ(nd log d). Assuming nu unit clause la-



beled nodes and nt target nodes, the remaining node sorting time is Θ(nu log nu +
nt log nt). Since GenSubseq1UIPWrapper is called at most once for each node, the
total running time of GenSeq1UIP is Θ(nd log d+nu log nu+nt log nt+nTwrapper),
where Twrapper denotes the running time of GenSubseq1UIPWrapper without in-
cluding recursive calls to itself. When nu and nt are much smaller than n, which we
will assume as the typical case, this simplifies to Θ(nd log d + nTwrapper). Let T (v, i)
denote the running time of GenSubseq1UIP(v,i), again without including recur-
sive calls to the wrapper method. Then Twrapper = T (v, d). However, T (v, d) =
lT (v, d − 1) + Θ(l), which gives Twrapper = T (v, d) = Θ(ld+1). Substituting this
back, we get that the running time of GenSeq1UIP is Θ(nld+1), which is about the
same as |PblG|.

Finally, we consider the size of the branching sequence generated. Note that for each
node, most of its contribution to the sequence is from the recursive pattern generated
near the end of GenSubseq1UIP. Let us denote that by Q(v, i). Then Q(v, i) =
(l − 2)(Q(v, i − 1) + Θ(l)), which gives Q(v, i) = Θ(ld+2). Hence, the size of the
sequence generated is Θ(nld+2), which again is about the same as |PblG|.

Theorem 1. Given a pebbling graph G with label size at most l and indegree of non-
source nodes at most d, algorithm GenSeq1UIP produces a branching sequence σ of
size at most S in time Θ(dS), where S = |PblG| ≈ |PblSAT

G |. Moreover, the sequence
σ is complete for PblG as well as for PblSAT

G under any clause learning algorithm
using fast backtracking and 1UIP learning scheme (such as zChaff).

Proof. The size and running time bounds follow from the previous discussion in this
section. That this sequence is complete can be verified by a simple hand calculation
simulating clause learning with fast backtracking and 1UIP learning scheme.

4 Experimental Results

We conducted experiments on a Linux machine with a 1600 MHz AMD Athelon pro-
cessor, 256 KB cache and 1024MB RAM. Time limit was set to 1 day and memory limit
to 512MB; the program was set to abort as soon as either of these was exceeded. We
took the base code of zChaff [14] and modified it to incorporate branching sequence
given as part of the input, along with a CNF formula. When a branching sequence is
specified but gets exhausted before a satisfying assignment is found or the formula is
proved to be unsatisfiable, the code reverts to the default variable selection scheme of
zChaff. We analyzed the performance with random restarts turned off. For all other
parameters, we used the default values of zChaff.

Table 1 shows the performance on grid pebbling formulas. Results are reported
for zChaff with no learning or specified branching sequence (DPLL), with speci-
fied branching sequence only, with clause learning only (original zChaff), and both.
Table 2 shows similar results for randomized pebbling formulas. In both cases, the
branching sequence used was generated according to Algorithm 1, GenSeq1UIP. Note
that randomized pebbling graphs typically have a more complex structure. In addition,
higher indegree and larger disjunction labels make both the CNF formula size as well



Table 1. zChaff on grid pebbling formulas. Note that problem size substantially increases as
we move down the table. ‡ denotes out of memory

Grid formula Runtime in seconds
Solver Layers Variables Unsatisfiable Satisfiable

5 30 0.24 0.12
DPLL 6 42 110 0.02

7 56 > 24 hrs 0.07
8 72 > 24 hrs > 24 hrs

Branching 5 30 0.20 0.00
sequence 6 42 105 0.00
only 7 56 > 24 hrs 0.00

9 90 > 24 hrs > 24 hrs
Clause 20 420 0.12 0.05
learning 40 1,640 59 36
only (original 65 4,290 ‡ 47
zChaff) 70 4,970 ‡ ‡

Clause 100 10,100 0.59 0.62
learning + 500 250,500 254 288
branching 1,000 1,001,000 4,251 5,335
sequence 1,500 2,551,500 21,097 ‡

Table 2. zChaff on random pebbling formulas with distinct labels, indegree ≤ 5, and disjunc-
tion label size≤ 6. Note that problem size increases as we move down the table. ‡ denotes out of
memory

Random pebbling formula Runtime in seconds
Solver Nodes Variables Clauses Unsatisfiable Satisfiable

9 33 300 0.00 0.00
DPLL 10 29 228 0.58 0.00

10 48 604 > 24 hrs > 24 hrs
Branching 10 29 228 0.09 0.00
sequence 10 48 604 115 0.02
only 12 42 2,835 > 24 hrs 8.88

12 43 1,899 > 24 hrs > 24 hrs
Clause 50 154 3,266 0.91 0.03
learning 87 296 9,850 ‡ 65
only (original 109 354 11,106 584 0.78
zChaff) 110 354 18,467 ‡ ‡

Clause 110 354 18,467 0.28 0.29
learning + 4,427 14,374 530,224 48 49
branching 7,792 25,105 944,846 181 ‡
sequence 13,324 43,254 1,730,952 669 ‡



as the required branching sequence larger. This explains the difference between the per-
formance of zChaff, both original and modified, on grid and randomized pebbling
instances. For all instances considered, the time taken to generate the branching se-
quence from an input graph was substantially less than that for generating the pebbling
formula itself.

5 Discussion and Future Work

This paper has developed the idea of using a high level description of a satisfiability
problem for generating auxiliary information that can guide a SAT algorithm trying to
solve it. Our preliminary experimental results show a clear exponential improvement in
performance when such information is used to solve both grid and randomized pebbling
problems. Although somewhat artificial, these problems are interesting in their own
right and provide hard instances for some of the best existing SAT solvers like zChaff.
This bolsters our belief that high level structure can be recovered and exploited to make
clause learning more efficient.

Extending our results to more practical problems such as generalized STRIPS plan-
ning [35] is an obvious direction for future work. These problems induce a natural
layered graph structure similar to but more complicated than pebbling graphs. A sim-
ilar layered structure is seen in bounded model checking problems [36]. We hope that
some of the ideas mentioned in this paper will help relate pebbling with planning and
bounded model checking, and allow one to use our solution for the former to create
an effective strategy for the latter. On another front, there has been a lot of work on
generating variable orders for BDD (Binary Decision Diagram) based algorithms (see
e.g. [37, 38]), where using a good order is perhaps even more critical. Some of the ideas
there extend to the BED (Boolean Expression Diagram) model [39] which combines
BDDs with propositional satisfiability for model checking. There has also been work
on using BDD variable orders for DPLL algorithms without learning [40]. It would
be interesting to see if any of these variable ordering strategies provide new ways of
capturing structural information in our context.

The form in which we extract and use problem structure is a branching sequence.
Although capable of capturing more information than a static variable order, branching
sequences suffer from a natural drawback. The exactness they seem to require for peb-
bling formulas might pose problems when we try to generate branching sequences for
harder problems where we know that a polynomial size sequence is unlikely to exist.
The usefulness of an incomplete or approximately perfect branching sequence is still
unclear. It is not unlikely that we get substantial (but not exponential) improvement as
long as the approximate sequence makes correct decisions most of the time, especially
near the top of the underlying DPLL tree. However, this needs to be tested experimen-
tally.

Finally, the entire approach of generating auxiliary information by analyzing the
problem domain has the inherent disadvantage of requiring the knowledge of higher
level problem description. This makes it different from blackbox approaches that try to
extract structure after the problem has been translated into a CNF formula. This pre-
cluded us, for example, from testing the approach on most of the standard CNF bench-



marks for which such a description is not available. However, given that the source of
non-random formulas encoding real-world problems is always a high level description,
this, we believe, is not a real drawback.
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